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the Bands

Under the harvest moon at the Vilage,
6-10 p.m., Thursday, October 13, and
featuring Milhaus and Only Mortals.

Midnight
Madne~
Fun, food, and basketball are at the
Schmidt Fieldhouse on Friday, October
14, 10:30 p.m.-1 a.m.

FallBall
A Sweetest Day affair to remember on
Saturday, October 15, 9 p.m.-! a.m. at the
Regal Cincinnati, downtown.

The events of Xaviers first annual Oktoberfest are sponsored in part by:
.Student Activities Council, Weekenders, Multi-Cultural Affairs, Recreational
Sports, Commuter Services and International Student Services;
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A historical look at a Xavier building

N

1920s: Shaky times at Schmidt

EWS

BY JEFF DAVIS

city which had been demolished by an earthquake.
In May of 1926,
The seismograph first
Schmidt Library was
recordedreadingsin
1927
dedicated, joining the
andproceededuntill931.
growingcampusofXavier
A month after the tempoUniversity.
rary shutdown of the seisIt was through the conmograph,
an earthquake
tribution of Walter Seton
rumbled
through
Ohio,
Schmidt, a 1905 Xavier
Indiana,
and
Kentucky.
graduate, and other
The earthquake was not
ahunni, that the new lirecorded.
brnry was made possible.
In 1932 the seismoThe new library was
graph was running again,
Tudor-Gothic in style. It
but the public lost interhoused the Mary Lodge
est in it. Xavier continReading Room and the
ued using it, and the sciSaint Robert Bellarmine
ence department found it
Parish.
useful in its teaching stuIn 1925, Xavier Presidents.
dent;
Hubert.
F.
-c·:...
.ii~),. ~
Nobody knows for
Brockman received a let- L..-..L!~;;;;;;;;:;;._...;..;;;.;;..;,,;,;;;.~-p'h~ol~o+by Uamon DeJcsu1'
sure
when the seismoter from Father James
/11the1920's, Schmidt Hall was hom~ to to a
.
graph
was taken away.
Macelwane, a seismologist
seismograph station.
Jack WeaverofthePhysiat St. Louis University regarding the establishment of a forth an outcry of community sup- calDepartmeiltsaysitwasaround
seismograph station on the Xavier port and financial backing to the 20 years ago, when it was moved.
campus.
project; D.J. O'Connor,Formica ·Father Bradley, a Xavier profesXavier ~greed to the seismo- Company President, gave a large . sor, took the ins~rument to the
graph station and the Schmidt part of the funds needed for the Jesuit Residence in Milford, Ohio.
Library basement was chosen to new proje<'.t. Inquiries from as
Now Schmidt Hall stands"~ th
house the new instrument.
far away as Japan came regard~ just the concrete pedestals that
Vincent Herr, S.J. was ap- ing the seismograph. The mayor held the seismograph. They arc
pointed by Brockman to be in of Yokohama, Japan, S!Jnt .for the only evidence left of Xavier
charge of the station.
information, saying that any in- University's hands-on study of
The news of a seismograph formation from the seismograph earthquakes.
coming to Cincinnati brought would be helpful in rebuilding his
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The Cincumati CollegeqfMortuaryScience has calied.Xavier
homefor the past 15years. Soon, the coUege will be 111ovu1g
to a new location on !Vorth Bend Road.

Morturuy·school relocates
BY JEFF DAVIS

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science is .leaving
Xavier's campus. ·
The oldest school of its kind, established in 1882, is
vacating Cohen Center due to the expansion of both Xavier
and the College of Mortuary Science.
Dr. Dan F1ory, President of the Cincinnati College of
Mortuary Science, said, "Xavier and the College of Mortuary Science have both outgrown the current space in Cohen
Center. The Departments of Hospital Administration,
Nursing, and Occupational Therapy are growing and need
additional area for their students."
The school has had a tenant-landlord relationship with
Xavier for the last 15 years, and has not been affiliated with
the university. It is a private non-profit college, whose
parent body is the Cincinnati Foundation for Mortuary
Education.
The school will take its 200 students and move to a new
location at 645 North Bend Rd., directly across from St.
Xavier High School.
The building is under construction and school officials
hope it can be under roof by Christmas so that construction
can continue through the winter.
F1ory discussed the relationship the College of Mortuary
Science has had with Xavier."Over the past 15 years, the
Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science and Xavier have
had a good and mutually productive relationship."
"Evervone associated with the Cincinnati College of
Mortuary Science appreciates the support of the Edgecliff
College and Xavier University community over the last 15
years. We thank the trustees and president of Xavier and
express our appreciation to the faculty and staff in Cohen
Center who have been so helpful. We express particular
thanks to Dr. Richard Hirte for his assistance over the
years," F1ory said.
1....------------------~.-----__.

Jackson explores new cul~re in Korea
BY

PETE HoLTERMANN

·Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE

...

On Sunday, Oct. 2, 1994, senior Scott Jackson left for a tenweekexchangeprograminSeoul,
SouthKorea. Jackson, aROTC
member at Xavier, is the first
student to take advantage of the
exchange the university has with
Korea.
While in Korea, Jackson attends classes at Songang University, a Jesuit schooJ in Seoul. He
will also work as an intern with
the U.N. and volunteer to help
the poor·
Jackson was awarded the
1994-95 Benjamin D. Urmston
Peace Studies Scholarship· The
scholarship is awarded annually
to a student who shows commitmentto issues of peace and justice
and maintains a high academic
performance.
Jackson will be busy while
overseas. The most immediate

thing he has to accomplish is to know that he would be with J esulearn the language. Language its. He said, "There's so much
classes will compose the majority conflict and controversy with
of his curriculum at the univer-, North Korea that we never know
sity.
.
when there may be a conflict over
Hewillalsobecompletingthe ·there, which is a cause for conrequirements for his self-made cern."
theology program. He
J a ckson
will learn by experience
seems to be adthewaysofMinjung, an.
justing fairly
eastern form of liherawell to the new
tion theology that uses
culture. In an
the Church .to uplift the
E-mail correpoor.
spondence earAn internship ·at the
lier this week, he
United Nations Joint
said, "Koreaisa
Public Affairs Office is
file photo wild and exotic
the other major goal on
Scott Jackson'
place that is
his agenda. This will be
vastly different
a great assetto Jackson's military from the US. It makes me respect
training, and he hopes to learn a other cultures and treasure my
lot f~om this particular experi- own."
ence.
Jackson encourage students to
Before leaving, Jackson said lookintothemanydifferenttravel
he was apprehensi\'e about being opportunities the university ofin a new, non-western culture. fers as unique learning experiHowe\•er he was comforted to ences
. . ··
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Security
Notes

"It's so hard to just narrow it down
to one, hut I would say the growing
inequality between the haves and the
have nots, both nationally and globally, on a variety oflevels."
Rev. Michael Graham, S.J.
V. P. of Development

"I will say human rights are the most
important issue. Locally and worldwide
there must be a certain dignity and respect for each human being."
Matt Eisen
senior

Fri., Sept. 23, 12:00 p.m.
A student on the first floor of the new
dorm reported the theft of $1600 worth
of jewelry from a dresser drawer.
Tues., Sept. 27, 9:30 p.m.
Someone stole the phone out of the
ground floor lobby of Kuhhnan Hall.

"I think the most important issue is
everybody fighting with everybody, like
Kuwait and the problems in Haiti. Another issue, I think, is drugs."

"Parking is the most important issue
facing me. It's unavailable. With the
construction, it's even worse"
Jennifer Borders
senior

Fri., Sept. 30, 1:35 p.m.
Someone stole a credit card and a bottle
of cologne from a room on the third floor
of the new dorm.

Claudia Davila
graduate student

"The biggest issue crime-wise is theft
on campus. A lot ofstudents don't lock
their doors or they leave things open."

"World peace. That we all get over
our problems and our differences and
issues which require all this devestation
and killing. Let's move on with life."
Michail Olesnavich

omcer Harry
crime prevention mascot

Tues.,Oct. 4, 2 p.m.
The Athletic Department reported the
theft of athletic equipment from a storage closet in Schmidt Fieldhouse.

!fyou have any information regarding
these crimes contact Xavier Safety and
Security at X-10()().
compiled by Jeff Davi8
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DOMIN0
S
PIZZA
Serving Xavier University!
Call ·Us

Add 8 Buffalo Wings
to any order for only

3915 Montgomery Road

$1.00

• Coke and Diet Coke Available •

•

HOURS: 11AM·1 :30AM SUNDAY -THURSDAY• 11AM-2:30AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY

r----------,r----------,r----------,r----------,

I One Medium One I I 2 Hoagies ·• 2 Chips 11
One Large One
11 One Extra Large
1.
I
Topping Pizza
II
2 Cokes
11
Topping Pizza
11 One Topping Pizza I
11
II
II
I
I
I
I
I V1lld at pi1rtlclpatlng 1tore1 only. Not valld with any other I I Valid at pi1rtlclpi1llng 11orea only. Not valid with any other 11 Valid 1partlclpi11lng 1lor11 only. Nol valld with any other I I Valid at pi1rtlclpi1Ung 1tor11 only. Not valid with any other I

$5.00

I
II
I i•••
'

.•

offer. Cu1tomer PIY• 111t1 lax where 1ppli·
·cable. Caah dl1count lnclud11 rebate with
1pplica~l111Ja1111. Dellvtryar1111imlledto
-~~~~~~
th1ns20.oo. Ourdrlv1r11r1nolpan1llmdlor
1•t• detlverin. EXPIRES SOONf

::

I I•
II
II

'$7.99

offer. Cu11omer PIYI 111t11a1 where appll·
cable. C11h dl1count lnclud11 rebate with
appllcabl111Ja1t11. Dellvary1m1llmltadto
-~~~~~~
thanS20.00. Ourdrlver11renotpan1llzadlor
1•t• delivarin. EXPIRES SOON!

::

11 •
11
11 '' . '

$6.00

offer. Cu1tom1r PIYI 11111111 whal9 1ppli·
cable. C11h dl1count Include• rebate with
appllc1bl111la1t11. Dellv1ryaru1llmltedto
-~~~~~~
th1ns20.oo. Ourdrlver11renotpanallzedlor
1•t• deliveria1. EXPIRES SOONf

::

11 •
11
11 '.' . '

$7.99

offer. Cuslomer pay1 11111111 where appll·
cable. C11h dl1count Include• rebate with
appllcabl1ula1t1!L Deliveryaru11lmltedto
~~~~~~~
th1ns20.oo. Ourdrlver11r1notpan11lzedlor
1•t• detlveri... EXPIRES SOON!

:
I
I
I

L----------~L----------~L----------~L----------~
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CampuS safely addressed at univet'Sities
Xavier stresses crime prevention
BY AMY 'HELMES
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Safety and Security officers
are staking out campus all this
week in hopes of educating students and staff about crime.
Crime Prevention Week is an
annual event which raises awareness about how to eliminate the
opportunity for crimes to occur.
Safety officers will be distrihutingpamphlets concerning safety
issues aU week on the maU with
the help of McGruff, the crime
dog, and Officer Harry, the XU
crime-fighting mascot.
Operation Identification Programs will he held in each resi-

dence hall to educate students on
ways to prevent theft.
In addition, self-defense programs taught by XU' s martial arts
club and first aid classes will be
presented in each of the dorms.
Guest speakers will appear on
campus to discuss issues like date
rape, personal safety, and
women's safety.
On Thursday, from 5-7 p.m.,
officers will be in the Village with
a safety product exposition, demonstration, and purchase information.
According to statistics from
Safety and Security, in 1993 there
were no reports of serious crimes
like homicide, a~"I'avated assault,
or rape. Four incidents of rob-

bery and seven cases of burglary
were reported.One the whole,
theft seems to be Xavier's biggest
problem, with 101 reported thefts
taking place on c::ampus in 1993.
In addition, last year there
were two instances of motor vehicle theft, and one crime involving arson. These statistics only include on-campus crimes.
Through Crime Prevention
Week, Safety and Security hopes
to educate aboutdangcrs all over,
not just on campus, by giving
messages on how to protect your
apartment, automobile, and possessions from being burglarized.
Most importantly, campus police
want students to know how to
protect themselves.

A personal safety checklist
• Be aware of your surroundings at all times. If you see a potential threat, move away from it.
• If a mugger demands your wallet, purse, or other valuables, hand over the items.
· ·. • NeveHet an attacker take you to a second location. Second locations are where the most savage
crimes take place
• If you are taking a walk, take a friend along. There is security in numbers.
• When you approach your locked car or house, always have your keys ready.
• If you are ~eing followed while walking, head for other people, either a group of people or a
crowded store.
• Never let a stranger into your apartment or dormitory.
• H you think you are being followed while driving, don't drive home. Drive to a police station
or somewhere with a lot of people.
• If the door to your apartment is ajar or things are amiss inside your apartment, leave
immediately. Call the police and do not return until they arrive.

Crime data available
courtesy of U.S. Department of Education

College students and their par- ies, arrests for weapon possesents are entitled to receive cam- sions and liquor and drug abusepus crime data under regulations violations.
published by the U.S. Education
Department.
"Consiamers have a right to
know what they're buying," said
U.S. Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley, ''and campus
crime statistics and safety procedures provide critical information for any parent or student
when selecting a college. H consumers can find out the safety
records of motor vehicles, surel)
they should have access to th1
same information for college cam
puses."
Colleges and universities ar1
now required to distribute ano
annual security report to all cur·
rent students and employees.
• Any prospective student or
employee will receive a summary
of this report.
The report must include statistics on the number of on-campus crimes such as rapes, robber-

Spend your
time playing the
Hottest Live
Action Laser
Tag Grune of the
90's

Get Inside the Gaine!!
Come Experience the future in our 4,00 sq. ft. arena, the Best in the Midwest. You
haven't played Laser Tag till you've played Q-ZAR!
8 Mile at Beechmont
8315 Beechmont Ave. ( Behind the Beechmont Ave. Pizza Hut )

I
I
II
I
I
I

$1.00
OFF
Any

Q-ZAR
Experience

I
I
II

Buy One
Grune Bnng
.
I a Friend
I
I
Free

:

:

I
I

I
I

Expires 12-1-94

lOo/tJ OFF
Any Hat or
T-Shirt

Geta
Large

Coke for
the price

of a small
Expires 12-1-94

Expires 12-1-94

Expires 12-1-94

L--------------~------l.-------.1.-------~-----r•
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Senate Notes
The winners of the Senate elections
were
-Ryan Cox
-Jennifer Jackson
-Brian Kenney
-Bob Schulmeister

The following ~OTC cadets were
awarded the Xavier Order of Military
Merit:
-ADly Davidson
-Heather Price
-Ad8DI SeUers
-Elizabeth Sweeney

There is one vacancy on the senate.
Interested students should contact
SGA president Aaron Tropmann.
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Child Care: fun person sought
to work afternoons in Hyde
Park, including picking up our
three children at St. Ursula
Villa after school.
Call 533-0827 after 6PM.

compiled by Pele Hollermann

Grab an IBM PC
and

RESUME SERVICE

I

RE-TYPESET CURRENT
RESUME $10

STARTFROM SCRATCH
- DAT A COLLECTION
- 3 Dt\Y PRODUCTION
- 1FREE RE-WRITE $35

SEND TO PROSPECTIVE
EMPLOYER WITH COVER
LETTER ON DEMAND
10 for $25. 25 for $50

NEW CENTURY SERVICES
860-7437

RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS

Great Part-time Job for
Marketing and Business
Majors.
The Student Desktop
ValuePoint 425SX/S1

The Student Notebook
Think Pad 340

s1399

s1499

The Valuel\iintN Si
i• the perfect
entry-fovd sy•tcm.

The Thinkl'ad' 340 offers
desktop power in a lightweight
notclxH1k package.

For performance:
•Intel" 486SX/25MHz chip·
• 212MB' hard drive
•4MB RAM
(expandable to 64MB)

For flexibility:
• VESA local bus
• 14V Color Monitor (with a
maximum diagonal viewable
screen size of 13')

For performance:
• 486SLC2/50MHz processor
• 125MB' hard drive
•4MB RAM
(expandable to 20MB)
•Internal data/fax modem

For llexlblllty:

• 4.82 pounds
•VGA monochrome screen
• PCMCIA support
• Save hundreds of dollars
• 3 slots, 3 bays
with preloaded software
like Microsoft Works,
•Software including Microsoft" SofNet
FaxWorks·, and
Office, Academic Edition
introductory software to
including Word for Windows, online services
·
and Excel
•Backpack carrying case by
PORT

Also standard: 1-year limited warranly', 30-day moneyback
guarantee', DOS & Windows"' preloaded

----- -- ----=.:.:=~=®

Excellent Experience to put on
your resume.

Buy an

IBM personal computer for college and

you can fly

TWA' anywhere in the continental U.S.

during the 1994-95 school year for a mere

$125*

Hiring
market
research
interviewers for days, evenings and
weekends. $6.00/hour starting;
higher starting wage considered for
previous
market
research
experience.
-Great Work Atmosphere
•No selling involved
•Pleasant environment
-Convenient location on bus route

each way (based on a round trip purchase). To get in
flight, call us foday.

And don't forget to ask about our affordablej~nanc~
ing plans, specially designed for a student budget.

I~ i8QQ'426·7341

Offer available to any college-bound high school senior, college student, faculty and stall who purchase IBM personal computers from now through December 31, 1994. Orders subject to availability. Prices listed are PC Direct prices lor
educational discount·qualified customers. Prices subject to change. Reseller prices may vary. IBM may withdraw this otter at any lime without written notice. Otters available In the U.S. only. 'Valld for any TWA destination In the continental
U.S., Puerto Alco and fllghts originating from Honolulu lo Los Angeles tor travel September 1, 1994 through June 30, 1995. Seats are limited. Faro is non-refundable and non·translerrable, and cannol bo combined with any other discount
certificates or promotional offers. Offor no1 valid on TWE. 14·day advance purchase, blackout dates and certain other res1rlclions apply; complete details will be shown on certificate. 'MB stands for 1 million bytes when used to describe
hard drive storage; lotal user-accessible capacity may vary slightly based on operating system environment. 'For Information regarding IBM's. limited warranty and moneyback guaranlee, ask your Sales Representative or call
t BOO 426 ·7341. Coples are available upon request. IBM and ThinkPad are registered trademarks and ValuePolnt and TrackPoint II are trademarks of lnternatlonal Business Machlryes Corporation. All other brands and pfoduct namos
are registered trademarks, trademarks or service marks of their respective holders. TWA is a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines, Inc. PC Direct Is a trademark of Ziff Communications Company and Is used by IBM Corporalion
under license. C International Business Machines Corporation 1994.

Benefits Available: For FullTime Employees (30+ Hrs/Week):
Paid training; paid holidays; 401 K
investment plan.
Qualifications: 18yearsorolder;
able to follow detailed instructions;
excellent handwriting; outstanding
speaking skills; typing/keyboard
expeience; professional appearance.
Apply in person Mon-Fri, 9am9pm at the 3rd Floor Research Center

MATRIXX MARKETING
4600 Montgomery Road
Suite 325
C1nc1nn,1l1 Ohio ·15212
841-1199
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Engage in marriage preparation
BY JF.SSE LAHEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Tomorrow marks my two-month wedding anniversary. As a young married
man in this post-modern jungle, I'm fully
aware of the odds against· a successful
marriage. Many of you will be married
~efore long as well. What can we do to
increase our chances?
While I'm not experienced enough to
know the answers or claim success, I think
serious marriage preparation will make a
big difference.
As we went through the Catholic marriage preparation process last year, my
wife Erin and I had to attend either a one
day Pre-Cana session or a weekend-long
Engaged Encounter retreat. We wanted.
to be as prepared as we could for our
marriage and to show each other we were
willing to sacrifice a whQle weekend for our
relationship, so we chose the Engaged Encounter.
We got information about ~t from the
Archdiocese and made our reservation a
few months in advance. w eeagerly awaited
theweekend'sarrival,butasitapproached
we both began to feel anxious. What if
ever·yone there considers us to. he kids. and
laughs at our notion to marry while we 're
still in school? What if they make us do
tough communication exercises, or if we
fight all weekend? Maybe someone will

say, "Sorry, you failed the test. You two about their mistakes, violations of trust,
are incoinpatihle ·and cannot get mar- unfulfilled expectations and crises.
ried."
Engaged Encounter is a time for just the
We arrived at the Jesuit Renewal Cen- couple. Unlike other retreats, there is no
ter in Milford on a Friday night to find emphasis on getting to know other people. I
that there were twenty engaged couples wrote letters to my fiancee and had intimate
making the retreat. The retreat present- discussions with her about the presentaers were very welcoming, .but made it .lions. We shared our fears, dreams, expecclear that it was .going to a challenging tations and things we needed to work on.
weekend. They were a senior married We each composed a betrothal, which is a
couple (Mark and Eileen Beckman), a pledge to take certain steps to prepare ouryounger married couple (Michaele Ann selves for our marriage. We renewed our
·and John Molloy) and one priest (Tom commitment to make Christ the foundation
of our relationship.
Bolte).
Throughout the weekend, thepresentThe retreat was not heavily religious,
ers shared their experiences and thoughts hut there were several opportunities for us
about what we could expect from married to pray together. It was nice to see that
life and what issues were important to while the retreat was Catholic in orientation, it was very open and sensitive to inter'discuss beforehand. They offered helpful
~sights concerning communication, de- faith marriages.
Erin and I have learned to refrain from
veloping unity, discussing sex and family
planning, being life-giving instead of life- PDAs (Public Displays of Affection) since
denying, putting each other first, reach- we came to Xavier. You won't see us kissing
ing out to others together and many other each other in the hallway of AJter or hugtopics. They were following a general ging each other in the Caf. When we're at
outline provided by national Engaged a party,, we just act like best friends and
Encounter, but their words were their don't stick to each other like glue.
Early on in the Engaged Encounter, I
own.
One of the most important things these noticed other couples kissing or holding
presenters did for us was to share their each other, right in front of everyone else.
. personal experiences. Some of their memo- It dawned on me that we were in a situation
wher-e this was socially acceptable. It was
ries ·were obviously fun fo~ them to share,
. but others weredifficuJtorpainful. These
tough at first to be more public with our
presenters touched me because they made generally private behavior, but I found it
themselves vulnerable when they talked . very liberating. At last society was looking

with approval at our relationship. We
didn't have to hide or tone down our affection for each other.
While the Engaged Encounter may have
helped other couples discuss new issues,
for me it was more of an affirmation of my
decision to marry Erin last summer. It was
good to see that we had already been discussing most of the issues raised and that
we had realistic expectations. It was comforting to see that our relationship was
normal, and that although we were probably the youngest couple there, we fit in. I
heard the Church, instead of telling me to
pray about my calling, saying, "Now that
you have received your vocation of marriage .... " I also enjoyed the mutual support shared with everyone else present; we
all felt that we had a stake in each other's
marriage.
More than anything else, the Engaged
Encounter was a statement Erin and I
made to each other and God that we were
serious about our marriage. We weren't
just going to give it a try and hope for the
best. We decided we are a t~am that is
going to win, and we'll do everything we
can to ensure vict<>ry.
For those couples who, when the time
comes, want to make a greater-than-usual
investment in their marriage, I encourage
you to consider making an Engaged Encounter. Finally, to everyone who helps
engaged and married couples live loving
lives together, thank you!

Letters to the editor
Xavier quality paying
dividends
As faculty and students move into this new semester of
classes, I want to express my sincere appreciation to Mrs.
Susan Staub, an outstanding adjunct faculty member of
the Department of Education for the past fourteen years.
Very often, we are so busy and caught up in our work that
we do not take time to extend our thanks to deserving
individuals.
·
I would like to acknowledge the hard work and long
hours that Mrs. Staub contributed each semester to the
Department of Education for the benefit of the students
enrolled in the sccondary/K-12 teacher certification programs. Mrs. Staub has been very committed. to ensuring
that the Secondary Education Program is of the highest
quality. While I was Director of the the Secondary .
Education Program at Xavier, Mrs. Staub was a wonderful example of.what it means to he a team member and a
dedicated, caring professional of the highest caliber. The
strength of Xavier's program, to a large extent, is clue to
the fantastic contributions she has made over the years
and to her tmlimited energy.

Mrs. Staub is now teaching full-time at Mother of
Mercy High School, and they have gained a real treasure.
I am sure that the students and graduates of Xavier who
know Mrs. Staub join with me in saying, "Thanks!" and
in wishing her the very best!
Sister Mary Rischmann, RSM
Director of l.ife Development
Sister of Mercy of the Americas

Newswire showing
needed improvement
Over the past 18 months, I have complained to just
about anyone who would listen to me concerning the
incredibly embarrassing state of The Xavier Newswire. I
was so angered on two occasions to even write letters to the .
editor (both of which were printed).
I was back at XU last month to do some computer work
when I spotted a copy of the September 21 edition in Elet
Hall. I took a. few minutes to look at it and was so
thoroughly overjoyed to see that the paper had returned
to the excellence it had achieved in the early 90s when I
first attended Xavier.

The pictures were clear and centered. The headlines
had lost that "tabloidish" nature they once had. The
stories were very diverse and extremely well-written. I
couldn't find a mistake or typo in the whole paper. The
humor page at the end was actually funny. And you had
once and for all gotten rid of those STUPID one-liners at
the bottom of each page!
Here's a toast to the staff of the Xavier Newswire for
returning the paper to the level of respectable}~umalism !
Congratulations, and keep up the good work.
Jeff Schutte
Class of 1994
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The beginning of a new era of basketball starts this Friday, Oct.
14 at midnight, and you, the student body, are invited. The '9495 Xavier men's basketball team, coached by former as~istant
Skip Prosser, will lace it up for the first time in front of what is
expected to be a packed house at Schmidt Fieldhouse.
What has become know as "Midnight Madness" will be sponsored by SAC, Student Activities, Multicultural Affairs, Recreational Sports, and Commuter Services.
"We're really looking forward to it," said student ·Pete
Owendoff, co-organizeroftheMidnightMadness event. "We want
to get the season off on the right track."
According to both Owendoffand fellow organizer Chris Colleary,
the main thrust behind "Midnight Madness" is to get the student
body excited and supportive of the men's basketball team. Head
Coach Skip Prosser expressed the same sentiments.
"I think people tend to forget that it says XU on our uniforms,
not Skip Prosser," said Prosser.
Thedoorswillopenat 10:00. All the residence halls, the Village,
and several clubs on campus will compete in events like the Slam
Dunk contest, Shoot For Cash, a Money Scramble, Beach Ball
Relay; and Bed Races. Also, throughout the first half of the
evening, there will be raffle tickets drawn. A revolving group of
eight lucky contestants will get to show their stuff on the court with
the possibility of winning big cash prizes.
At 11 :45, Coach Prosser will give the students a pep talk on the
'94-95 basketball season. At 12:00, the "madness" begins.

XU WOMEN'S GOLF IMPRESSIVE: The Xavier University
Musketeers shot a school record 329en route to winning the Xavier
University Women's Golf Invitational for the second year in a row.
Xavier finished seven strokes ahead of second-place Eastern
Kentucky (336) at the Hamilton Elks Country Club.
Xavier's win today was its second of the fall season. XU won the
Dayton Invitational earlier this fall with a then-school record of
337.
.
Junior Jenny Urbanek led the Musketeers with a personal
career low 80 which was good for second place. Junior Stacy
Goecke, sophomore Shannon Lundy, arid freshman Julie Palmer
snared third, fourth, and fifth, overall.
"I'm very proud of the win," said Xavier head coach Ginger
Fulton. "The win today showed that we have really improved our
depth this year. Jenny (Urbanek)played a great round and several
others stepped up as well."
The Muskies will travel to Columbus this weekend for the Lady
Buckeye Invitational.
·
CROSS COUNTRY MAKING STRIDES: Th~Xaviermen's and
women's cross country teams ran recently at the 1994 National
Catholic Meet, hosted by Notre Dame.
The Musketeer men (mished ninth out of 24 teams with 256
points. Sophomore Rob Trapp led XU with a time of26:53 to rmish
35th. Also, sophomore Jim Nau placed 39th overall, crossing the
finish line with a time of 26:58. Freshman Erich Koenig, sophomoreMattArmentano, and junior Ron Dodge rounded out the top
five finishers.
·
·
.
.
Junior Melina Pflum paced the women harriers for the fourth
consecutive tinie, (mishing36th overall with a time of 19:42; Junior
Sarah Wagner, sophomore Debbie Wolf, and freshman Michele
Pflum also finished in the top 100; Xavier placed 15th out of 23
teams. The Muaketeers are currently preparing for the Ohio
lntercollegiate Championships on Oct. 14 at Ohio Wesleyan.
I
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Muskies suffer bad break

Midnight Madness
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BY

Rus.s SIMEONE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The women's soccer team suffered a devastating loss this past
Friday against Loyola. ·Junior
forward Barbi Harris broke her
left leg during the first half of play
and is out for the season.
The women still won the game,
however, 2-0. Amanda Gruber
and Ayanna Love each scored in
the shutout.
Sunday, the Musketeers made
a trip to Butler where they fell 42 in overtime. Gruber and Erin
Eichler netted goals in regulation. The loss of Harris apparently took its toll.
"Losing Barbi was a very big
mental setback," explained Susie
Welch. "On top of that, we've
just been really unlucky lately."
Prior to those matches, the
women played at Detroit and at
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
They abused Detroit 7-2, as
Harris recorded her second
double-double (2 goals, 2 assists)
of the season. Also contributing
to the ass~Ult were Gruber (2
goals), Love; Kelley Keller, and
Tricia Feldhaus.
Jenny Tombragel had three
assists, tying a single game record

photo courtesy or Sports Information

JuniorBarbiHarri.skaspla.redakey rokintheMuskies 's11ccess this
season.
"We've been playing pretty
set_ last year _by Jodi Garrison.
strong,
but we just didn't have
Tombragel is also closing in on
any
luck
on our side," stated
Xavier's career assistS record of
Gruber.
"Now
people must step
18.
·
up
and
fill
th.e
void (left by the
A 2-1 loss at Wisconsin-Milinjury
to
Harris),
hopefully makwaukee followed. Nora Kelley
netted her first goal of the year ing us a stronger and tighter unit
early in the first half, but the in the near future."
The women' soccer team (7Muskies could not hold on. They
did come close, though, as shots 5-0, 2-1 in the MCC) will play
by Gruber and Tombragel hit ~he Wisconsin-Green Bay at home
this Friday. The game starts at
post.
6:00P.M.

XU searches for consistency
BY JASON BECK

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Muskies had never beaten
Southern Indiana. entering their
September 28 matchup, but
Schilten was set on changing their
fortunes by scoring all three
Xavier goals. Mter surrendering
a goal nine minutes later, however, Xavier was left holding a 4- .
3defeat.
In Florida, the duo pounced
on a patchwork Florida Atlantic
· defense with three goals from
Tegge plus two goals and an assist
offthefootofSchilten. A Schilten
goal plus two Tegge scores in a 20minute span turned a 2-2 tie into
a decisive 5-3 win.
'
Another key Hermans lists is
the ability to penetrate arid score
against pressure defense, which
the Musketeers faced in their last
three games. Following an eighthminute goal off of Tegge's chest,
the Stetson defense kept .the forwards off the board.
TheMuskiesreceivedabreak
when Combs netted a shot firom

At this point in the season,
Xavier men's soccer coach Jack
Hermans isn't so concerned with
wins and losses as much as consistent play.
Even though the Musketeers
·(7-6) are just one-halfgame out in
the MCC East race at 3-2,
Hermans sees a lot of room for
improvement after rare mental
mistakes cost his squad S01!1e close
games.
"We'replayingprettywell,but
we'remakingsillylittlemistakes,
.and some games we don't capitalize on other teams' mistakes.,,
One consistent performance
this .season is the· sight of Doug
Tegge and Maurice Schilten at
the top of the MCC scoring list.
Like a rusty watch, there are
times when the offense isn't
cIickin g. H owever, the scoring
duo was on the loose _two weeks just inside the center of the goalie
ago over a three-game road trip. box for a 2-1 win. Schilten was

11-PlllllUllSl llllllllSllllllllll•llll II ff 11 llU! lilill&ISlll 111111111111111

named tournament MVP and
MCC Player-of-the-Week.
At UK,.the Musketeers found
hard times against a Wildcat
defense that tallied 20 fouls in
shuttingdowntheXavieroffense.
Combs averted the shutout on a
late free kick, with thermal score
being 2-1.
Returning home in a key MCC
match· against. LaSalle, the
Muskies took a 1-0 lead iitto halftime on Marco Lycakis' first goal
of the. season.
.
XaVier hroke. a 2-2 ·tie with a
pair ofscores in a four-minute to
seal a 4-3 Win. Schilten scored
twice in the match, while Tegge
added three assists.
The momentum was shortlived Sunday against WisconsinMilwaukee, as three goals in the
first 23 nlinutes allowed the visitors to play back on defense and
thwart Musketeer runs for the
shutout.
The Muski.·es 'aace
· IUin01s··
~hic~go Friday, Oct. 14. Game
time 1s at 8 p.m.
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XU V-ball:·Dominating
BY STAN KANIECKI

Checkett and Sally Schulte collected seven digs apiece, while
Checkettalsodealtout37 ofXU's
40 assists.
If there were one word or
. The Musketeers were now
phrase to describe the way the
faced with an even bigger chalXavier women's :volleyball team
lenge as they travelled to the Westhas played these last couple ern Kentucky Big Red Invitaweeks, it simply has to he •domitional, where they would meet
nation.'
Austin Peay, Oral Roberts, and
Get out a pencil and paper Western Kentucky.
and take notes when you come to
Xavier's first opponent would
see XU volleyball, because they he Austin Peay; however, they
putonaclinic. TheLadySpikers would be no match for XU, as
have hut one blemish on their Xavier kept the dominance and
record since their Sept. 10 tour- the streak alive by defeating them
nament in Toledo, and the streak in three straight games. Missy
ofwinshasnotheenallthateasy. Hathorn and Kim King put down
Whether it was comiflg back 11 kills each for the Muskies.
from two games down on Murray
Oral Roberts wasXavier'snext
.State or fe~ding off a 10-0 lead obstacle, and being 12-5 made it
against long-standing nemesis that much harder for XU to over
Dayton, XU has handled the come. They gave Xavier a little
adversjty every step of the way. scare, but the Lady Spikers manThey put their four-game win- aged to pull it out in five games.
ning streak on the line last TuesOnce again, Kim King's arm
day when Ohio University came was the terror of all Oral Roberts
to town. The Musketeers were players, as she hammered home
not intimidated though, as they 24 kills. Susie Ch~ckett was handcrushed the Bobcats in three ing them all out on silver pl~tters,
straight games.
gathering 55 of Xavier's 58 asSenior Kim King led Xavier sists.
· with 19 kills,,·Sophomores Susie
Defe~se wa.s' ~so·k~y i~ this
game, as Checkett, Schulte, and
Hathorn
accredited 15 digs
TEACHER needed imapiece.
mediately at small,
The Musketeers now faced an
high-quality child de- even tougher Western Kentucky
team_. Xavier was very hyped up
velopment center. for
this game, hut WKU might
afternoons. have been a little hit more ready.
Coach Floyd Deaton agreed.
ECEStudentprefered.
"We were really up for this game,
5-minutes from cam- maybe a little too high, but to
Western Kentucky, we were t~eir
pus. Cill MiRanda
biggest rival, and that says something about Xavier volleyball."
The Muskies played with all
their heart, hut could not pull out
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Nothing but aces

the victory. Their seven-game
winning streak came to a screechBY JEN BECKER
This past Wednesday, they
ing halt, as they lost in the fifth
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
soundly defeated Akron (a
and deciding game by a score of
team that they lost to last year)
17-15. Sometimes even when
The Xavier Women's
with a score of7-2.
teams try their best. and give
Tennis Team is on a roll.
CoachJimBrockhoff
110%, they still can't seem to get
In the
attributes
it together.
past two
their sucSenior Missy Hathorn
weeks, the
cess to the
agreed. "We were really fired up
L a d y
team's
for the match, but we just tried
Muskies
enormous
too hard. We tried to control
have played
everything that happened instead
E depth.
f o u r
"We
i
of just letting our ability take
matches
have
sevover."
!
and
have
eral
girls
8.
Coach Deaton felt the same
rn
come away
way. "We played hard, but we
"a who can
with four
compete
weren't relaxed. It's not from a
wins.
They
v e r y
lack of effort,. but rather from
5... closely
improved
being too psyched up for the
0
with each
their mark
game."
on
the
seaother,
and
Sally Schulte led XU with 27
that
helps
.son
to
7-0,
kills, while Kim King collected
Tennis Head CoachJimBrocklwff
to mainand beat
her usual 18. Susie Checkett
two
MCC
tain
a
dished out_ 53 ~f the· 61 assists
strong
team,"
he
said.
"We're
teams
en
route.
while collecting 11 digs. Schulte
playing well, and I'm confiFirsi .the women went
led Xavier with 17 digs while
dent
that we're only going to
to
Morehead
State,
where
they
Hathorn had 12.
·
get
better."
crushed
the
home
team
9-0.
Next
Even with the loss to Western
Senior Captain Cartheir opponent was much-imKentucky, XU took their record
proved
MCC
newcomer
Wright
rie
Creighton
agreed, saying
to an astounding 12-5. Also,
"Coach
has
been
telling all seaState.
Xavier's dominant play has not .
son that that we have the po· However, the Lady Muskies
.goo~ unrecognize.d. Both . J9m '
tential to beat almost everyone
took care of business once again
King and Missy Hathorn were
on
our schedule. I think now
with
a
decisive
8-1
victory.
named to the All-tournament team
we're
really starting to believe
On
Oct.
1st
they
would
win
at the Big Red Invitational.
it."
their
third
straight
against
WisIn addition to the all-tournaXU plays Butler Wednesconsin-Green Bay, another adment selection, Hathorn also
day,
Oct.12th at 3:30 p·.m.
dition
to
the
MCC.
earnedMCC Player-of-the-Week
Honors. During the Invitational,
Hathorn hit an errorless .647
against Austin Peay and .409 in
the-victory over eventual champion Oral Roberts.
"Once our confidence imBY K.Jpp HANLEY
She had 25 kills, 35 digs, and
proves as a team, then we•llfinish
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
17 block assists during the toura little stronger," said Steiner.
nament. Missy is also second in
Despite the discouraging outThe Xavier men's golf team's
service aces for Xavier with 23.
luck took a few bad hops this past come of the tournament, there
Congratulations Missy!
weekend at the Eastern Kentucky were several bright spots over the
wekend for the Muskies. First of
Invitational.
The loss of junior Jimmy all, there were only nine shots
Zettler in the second round of the that separated ninth place from
tournament along with some bad third place.
finishing holes doomed the
Also, the play of freshman
Muskies, who finished a disap- Matt Servies is indicative of how
. pointing runth 'place overall.
much potential is on this team.
XU was led by freshman Matt
"If we just stay patient, then
Servies who shot an outstanding g0od things will' happen," said
Any nurse who just wants a job can..-........,,,~~--- with your level of experience: As ·
total of 222 for the three rounds Steiner.
.
find one. But if you're a nurs·
~~~~g§;::~an Army officer, you'll command the
of golf. His tournament total was
Next up for Xavier is the first
respect you deserve. And with the added
good enough to capture 14th place annualMemphisBlue-GrayChaling student who wants to be in
overall.
lenge on October 24-25 at Colobenefits only the Army can offer-a $5000
command of your own career, consider
Senior Jon Sweeten had a solid nial Country Club, former site of
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4
the Arll)y Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as
performance, •s well, rmishing the Federal Express-St. Jude
33rd in the toumament.
Classic.
weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in coma competent professional, given your own
CoaehDougSteiner attributes ·
The UniversityofMemphiswill
mand of your life. Call 1·800-WSA ARMY.
patients and responsibilities commensurate
their ninth place finish to several host Xavier as well as several
key factors. AccordingtoSteiner, teams competiting from both the
the tough competition may have North and South regions of the
intimidated his young team.
United States.

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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Part-time

Golf mis.ses mark

at

631-4447

INTHEARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND. ·

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Les Mis shakes
foundations
BY JoHN

P.

GLYNN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Puissant, French for
"powerful," is the only
way to desc1·ihe the
Broadway Series
production of Les
Aliserablesthatopened
in Cincinnati at Taft
Theater last night.
The musical, based
on Victor Hugo's 1200
page novel, depicts the
intricate lives of fugitive
Jean Valjean, his
pursuer Javert, his
adopted daughter Cosette, her lover Marius, his adoring fan
Eponine, and several other characters that bring life to a talc
of love and death in Revolutionary France. Amazing Hugo fit
it in only 1200, right?
For as impressive as the set, props, lighting andcostume
design were, they all took an appropriate back seat to the vocal
and orchest1·al performances.
It is important to note that in this pa1·ticular performance,
each player, however significant his or her character may be,
gives a genuine and provocative perfo1·mance.
Frederick C. Inklcy infuses the character Valjcan with awcinspiring presence from the opening scene to the final curtain,
portraying several divc1·sc stages in the character's life.
But perhaps the most impressive performance was brivcn by
Gary Mauer, who plays the valiant Enjolras, lcade1· of the
rebellious student forces. His stage presence was nothing less
than commanding, and his voice gives every song a finale-like
enthusiasm.
Crowd favorites were Monsieur Thenardier (J.P.
Dougherty), innkeeper and frequent source of comic relief,
and Gavroche, the mischievous yet well meaning street youth,
who was played by child actor Zachary Lubin-West in his
musical theater debut.
The end product reveals a true mastery of costuming, set
design, musical score, and solid vocal performances by every
player. If the resounding applause was ;my indication of the
show's merit, this is one you can't "Les ·Miss." The show runs
through this Sunday at the Taft Theatre downtown.
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Taking a memory walk through
''The Colored Museum''
SOREN BAKER

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Ever since African-Americans
were brought to this continent,
they have been subjected to cruel
and unusual punishment (Is not
the Constitution supposed to
protect us from that?) In America,
from the Middle Passage up to
selected parts of the country even
today, the African-American
man, woman, and child has been
looked at as a second-class citizen.
The Colored Afuseum, by
George C. Wolf, attempts to
comment on several issues that
have touched blacks in America.
While the writing is keen and to
the point with most of the skits, I
felt that some of the sections
dragged on more than they needed
to.
The presentation was not
without its bright spots though.
"Git
On
Board," . a
hypothetical manifestati9n of a

modem Middle Passage was very
entertaining.
Anneliese
Thompson played her role of the
flight attendant wonderfully.
FeJ.isha Coady might be singing
her way to stardom after stellar
performances in "Cookin' With
AuntEthel" and "TheLastMamaOn-The-Couch Play." Her
beautiful voice and pleasant smile,
coupled with an amusing script,
frequently made the crowd
respond with tears of joy.
The afro wig donned on the
head of Sherwin Anderson for his
role in "The Last Mama-On-The
Couch Play," was a nice touch.
His character, Walter-Lee-BeauWillie-Jones, had to combat "The
Man" daily, and was only saved
when he was placed in an all black
musical.
Damon Jones' portrayal of
Junie Robinson proved that the
play was not all about laughs,
though. Junie was a member of

the U~~ed States Armed Forces
and was killed in the line of duty.
What he realized after he was
dead was thathe had been. relieved
ofallofhispain. Nolongerwould
he have to struggle every day to fit
into a society that did not want
him. He saw how his friends
would~ after the conclusion of the
war, return· home with "pain in
[their] future and blood on [their]
path." Junie decided to relieve
his friends of their pain by killing
them. Was he justified?
It was nice to see a large turnout
both nights that I attended.
Hopefully productions .like this
wills tart to flourish ht our theater
now that they have proven that
they can succeed.
The thing that I wonder about
afterwatchingthisplayis whether
or not the audience saw it as simply
a comedy. If that is the case, then
I doubt they Understood ..

At Bogart's MC 900 was. ~ . .

The hot number in town
BY PETE HOLTERMANN

THE XAVIER NEWSWrnE
MC 900ft Jesus came to Cincinnati on Friday,
September 30, to a quaint gathering at Bogart's.
MarkGriffm,a.k.a:MC900ftJesus, is touring
to support his third album, One Step Ahead of
the Spider. The concert was heary with his new
stuff, but offered some of the old as well.
His latest work is his first with American
Records, but the jump from an indie to the big
time hasn't phased him. Rather, the access to
that much more instrumentation has bettered his
music.
Accompanying Griffm for the show was a
seven member ensemble. These musicians
combined to create the truly unique sound known
as MC 900ft Jesus.
His sing/speak blended in with the rhythms
that the two percussionists and the bassist were
doling out. The electric keyboard and the one
man horn section also shook up the blend. These
sounds were enhanced by abeatbox and sampler.
The guitarist, however, took away from the show.
His moronic stage antics, and boring leads, did
not help the show: ..
They opened with the first song of the new
album called; "New Moon." This song is !I great
example of Griffin's knack for writing lyrical
short stories. He tells of a woman travelling at
high speed down an endless highway. The jazzy
rhythms kept the mellow crowd into the over ten
minute song.

The greatest reaction came from the crowd when he
played the hit off of Spider, "HI Only Had A Brain."
The group seemed focused on letting the music and
lyrics do the talking, but that effect was lost on this
song.
The crowd was nothing what you would expect for
an artist labeled by many in the rock business as a
rapper. The very alternative crowd came out to see
this brand of funky, electrical jazz that really eludes
contemporary labeling.
TheshowwasanopportunityforGriffm to showcase
his musical genius. Having a Bachelor of Music degree
in trumpet, he is well-versed making sound come to
life. Having the musicians there live sounded better
than the processed sounds of the CD.
Opening for MC 900ft Jesus was Consolidated.
They thrashed through their set while showing graphic
videos during the songs. For the fmal song, they
proudly proclaimed that it was about pro-choice, and
that they were being censored from playing it on Oct.
14, at Marquette University in Milwaukee.
Between the two sets, Consolidated ran an open
mike session to allow the angst-filled Generation X
crc:nvd an opportunity to voice their opinions. It was
a unique thing and fun to witness, though all the cries
from the crowd followed the same liberal path. An
example of the typical banter:
.... From a crowd member, "F&@k Rush Limbaugh!"
The hand members: "Make sure you have a
condom."
The evening was no~ typical by any means. The
music and the atmosphere was original and helped to
articulate the musicians ideas.
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Sohan's crayons
BY MIKE SORAN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Some friends and I were talking the other day and the idea of
kindergarten was thrown on the table. Bill said that he could remember
really loving this little girl with pony-tails named Cindy and how he gave
her a box of Thin Mints one mor.ning in hopes that she'd be his forever.
"Dido 't you have a crush in kindergarten?" Bill quiried after I
chided him.
....................................
"Of course. Sure, I did. Her name was Shannon. She was a great
. - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . colorer. She could always stay, within in the lines."
And she could too! Nobody was as peculiarly calm and intensely
deliberate in two dimensional animation as she was. Even when she
knew that the next exercise on Ms. Fitsue's list was a quick nap,
Shannon took her time and made her creations flawless.
"But the problem was that she would only color in black," I said,
contemplating Bill's probe into my dark secret.
·· ... :·:
"She colored in black," Bill laughed. "So all that remained was a
silhouette?"
"Yeah, but it was a perfect silhouette."
"Did you ask her to 'be yours forever'?" Bill asked.
"No way ... she not only used black crayons, but she ate them too.
I'm a cerulean man, myself."
Mter we caught our breath, I went on to digest the 64 colors that
::~:r;:.
make
up the complete package, and why yes, cerulean is a color and
T
why, it is one worthy of a study.
, Cerulean is unlike other color. Sure, it may look like blue, but it
,
- SWEEPSTAKES .. -_-;:-_
-,: --{:;-,
/,{:;,
certainly isn't as sad as blue. It doesn't sell out like red did, which is
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with the alternative group like black, thistle, orchid, bittersweet, and,
well, all the greens.
In short, cendean deserves a chance at a decent future. You should
try one out, give it a job if you like it, and stick by it through thick and
thin. You won't he disappointed in its taste either.
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DECEMBER GRADUATION
IS RIGHT
AROUND THE CORNER!
Drawing to be held November 4 at
a live WOFX remote on campus.

94.91r0~
CLASSIC ROCK

Sweepstakes open to all students,
, faculty and staff.

••

START YOUR CAREER OFF
RIGHT ... APPLY FOR DECEMBER
GRADUATION
BY FRIDAY
OCTOBER 21, 1994
Apply in the Registrar's Office (129 Alter Hall)
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Playhouse in the Park's Keely and Du
BY SOREN BAKER

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The theater has been an arena for discussing timely
topics since its early days in ancient
Greece and Rome. In the modem era,
few issues are more timely and
provocative than abortion.
Keely and Du, written by
pseudonymous playwright Jane Martin,
addresses both sides of the abortion issue
in a masterfully presented play.
The Thompson Shelterhouse Theatre
provides a very personal backdrop for
the play, which can literally be taking
place only a few feet away.
An old basement serves as the setting
for the majority of the play, and while
therearenotmanyprops, your attention
is rapidly grabbed by the dramatic scenes
that unfold.
Keely, a woman raped by her husband
and now carrying a child, is taken hostage
by 'members of Operation Retrieval, a
religious group thatis determined to end
abortion by any and all means. The
otherprinciplecharacter Duis a member
of Operation Retrieval who will serve as
Keely's nurse while she is being held

hostage. Du is very committed to her cause and insists
that Keely keep her baby.
TheleaderofOperationRetrieval, Walter, visits Keely
and claims that abortion is "spiritually unbearable." Not
only that, but now that she has been handcuffed to a bed

Beverly May and Ja,ne Fleiss por;tray ~eely and Du

and lost all of her freedom, he believes that her life has
"changed for the better." He bombards Keely with
religious quotes and gruesome photos of aborted fetuses
trying to sway her. These attempts prove to be in vain for
Keely is still adamant about her abortion.
All the while, Keely and Du
begin bonding, as most people do
when they are forced to spend
tremendous amounts of time
together. At first Du would talk,
basically to herself and the walls,
but after a few months, she and
Keely begin to express their views
and feelings to each other .. They
both recount earlier times with
their men. Du observes that a
"man can only be revealing day
in, day out." Keely tells of her
quick marriage to a man who
would constantly abuse and stalk
her after their separation.
Anyone that enjoys going to
plays, or has an interest in the
abortion debate should be sure
to experience Keely and Du.
Keely and Du runs through
Oct. 23 a.t th~ Thompson
ShelterhouseTheatre. Forticket
information, call 421-3888.

photo by Sandy Underwood

The Resu"ection of Common Sense
~=·
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:/

BY SOREN BAKER

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Photo By Chm Anda

Chicago Rapper Common Sense

Can I Borrow A Dollar? Not exactly the question that
you would want to hear from a stranger, especially a
musician. After all, they are the ones flying across the
country - and world for that matter - filming videos and
making guest appearances at various gatherings. W ~ll,
Common Sense asked us that question on his debut
album, and I'm sure that anyone that caught it would
gladly give him that dollar.
Unlike Brooklyn or Compton, coming from Chicago is
not something that a rapper can claim to receive instant
street credibility, so Common was forced to earn his on his
own. He charted three Top 10 singles on Billboard's Rap
Chart and exploded on the rap scege after the release of
"Soul By The Pound."
·
Now that his second album has been released, he seems
destined for more success.
"i used to love h.e. r.," the firstsingleoff ofResurrection,
has been critically acclaimed by several magazines.
.The song takes us hack in time, with Common Sense as
the narrator. He describes .his first experiences with this
lovely girl, which we later find out is the personification ~f
hip-hop. When she started, she wasn't about the money
that she had the potential to generate. Hip-Hop's ~arly
phases preached Black pride through Atrocentricity and.
urged us to stop the violence.
Now however, she almost constantly talks about
"smokin' blurits and get tin' drunk." Common Sense,

along with the rest of us; wishes that rappers might
concern themselves with positive topics instead ofdwelling
on their chemical-induced ignorance.
Other cuts have Common Sense reminiscing as well.
On"NothingToDo,"aperfectlywovensampleoftheWuTang Clan echos in the chorus while Common serves us up
with some discussions on his youth and h_ow he spends his
time today. The instrumentation is very smooth, allowing
him to dance around the track, changing his intonation
and rate of delivery several times.
No I.D., one of Common Sense's boys, steps up to the
mic on "In My Own World," and proceeds to showcase his
lyrical abilities. His rhymes mention other mediums that
influence us, like writing, painting and drugs, before
boasting that he will "excite your brain till I'm out of your
system." Common -shows that he does not want to be
outdone on his own album and returns with some clever
word play .
Even though his lyrics are often very heavy, he proves
that he can "get the party live" on "Maintaining."
With all the gun-toting, weed-smoking rappers out
there, it is nice to see that some people have not forgotten
about what rap started off as, a form of expression that
was done for fun. Common Sense has proven that this can
still be done today.

. ANNOUNON~ .
T.1-iE JllKOVEB® CJ\
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Apply· for the Discover® Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back~
NO Annual Fee.
Look for applications and certificates on campus.
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sat the 15th

sun the 16th

•Those l?dy racketeers and the women of Butler will
conquer love once and for all at 3:30 p.m. on the courts
behind Kuhlman Hall. It is my service to inform you of
this be-:foreluznd, so it's your own damfoubif you don't
take advanltJ!fe of this voUy-able information.

• ASaturdaymorningwithoutcommunity service would
be like betting the farm on the Bengals game this weekend
-absolutley senseless! That's right, kids, it's time to clean_
up the neighboring Norwood community which we have
littered with our intimidating presence: But listen, if you
happen to he collecting garbage on Hudson, please leave
my pretty ducks and pink flamingos alone. One man's
trash is another man's lawn ornament, catch my drift? (If
you need more info or just want to talk trash, call 8616936. Ask for Dennis.)
·
•Scrum down with Xavier Rugby as the 'team battles
Marshall University at 1 p.m. at Cohen Field. Attention
all ladies: If you are still in search of a date for the. Fall Ball
this evening, look no further. At the completion of today's
match, Whitey's body will he auctioned off as a Rugby
club fundraiser. I'll start the bidding off at two shillings.
Do I hear three? (Griff!! Put your grubby hand down!)

•Let's hope your weekend wasn't too sinful. If I were
you, I'd go tolO p.m. mass tonight at Bellarmine Chapel
and patch things up with You Know Who, just to he safe.

•Piping hot Korean coffee for all my friends at the
Romero Center today from 4-5 P·~· (That's 6-7 a.m.
Korean time).

thurs the 13th
•Ditto what I said above about tennis, except 3 p.m.
instead of 3:30 p.m., and Illinois-Chicago rather than
Butler. Thanks, The Management.
• ~ead over to The Village for Octoherfest 1994, an
extravaganza of fine food, rme beverages, and the oh so
fine music of hands Milhaus and Only Mortals. Festivities
get cracking at 6 p.m. and wrap up around lOish.
•Death to all sadness and rebirth to the Madness. It
works every time.

•As divine as divine can he. Fall in love all over again.
Dance 'til you can't dance no more. Witness the splendor;
the romance, and the pageantry of the Fall Ball tonight
beginning at 9 p.m. The same $7 that buys you a'laddie
pencil and a My Llttle :Pony bookmark in the XU hookst~re can also transpor~ you to this simulated heaven on
earth. See you there.

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted - Individual
students/organizations to promote
Spring Break Trips. Earn high
dollar commissions and free trips.
Mustheoutgoingandcreative. Call
Immediately 1-800-217-2021.
MAKE MONEY PLAYING
VIDEO GAMES

Nintendo is looking for
enthusiastic, reliahleindividUals
topromotetheirproductsinretail
outlets throughout the nation
during this holiday season.
Call Gretchen at
1-800-229-5260
Student needed to workone-ononewitha mentally disabled 7-yearold boy. Western Hills. 662-4322.
Earn $2500 and Free Sprlng
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips and Go
Free! Best Trips! . Bahamas,
Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City!
- 1-800-678-6386?
House for Rent, 2 bedroom, 2
room attic. $500/month plus
utilities. 3642 Clarion Avenue.
Available in December .. Call
Anthony Moore at 731-0390.
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•Alcohol Awareness Week begins today. But now a
public service announcement from the one and the only
C lll o «ll a: "Malt liquor, glug, glug, is yummy, glug, in my
tummy, ha, ha, Buuuuuuuuurp, ha, ha." Well, thanks
for trying Choda, but that's really not the message we are
trying to convey. 1"'I

•What a grand coincidence. Today is the first day of
Alcohol Awareness Week~ and it also happens to he
George Wendt's (Norm, from the sit-com Cheers) 46th
birthday. "Hey, what'sgoingon,Mr.Petersen?" "It's not
what's going on, Mr. Petersen~ It's ~hat's going w,.Mr.
Petersen."
What a (me example for the youth of our nation.
1,1lllllo
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Badeycom's Moritgomery
Swim Coach Wanted. 9-14Age
Hiring fuWpart-time cooks. Group Team [USS]. 15-minute
Excellent starting pay, flexible drive from campus. Experience
scheduling. Experience not recommended. CallF.dat271.0168.
necessary. We will train. Apply in
Accounting Finance Major.
person at 9546 Montgomery Road, Peach Tree Accounting, Excel,
Montgomery, OH. after 2:30PM~ · WordPerfect. 20+ hours a week,
rate negotiable. Send resume to:
A Mountain Bike Competition
Cincinnati Cyclones, 2250
for Collegians, Ski Butler,
Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, Ohio
Carrollton, KY, 1 hour from
45212, Attention Personnel.
Cincinnati. Cross-country and
slalom. 14 categories. Oct 15116.
Live in Childcare/House
Full-servicecamping. 502484-2998. Cleaner in Hyde Park Home.
Flexible evening hours to care
Are you highly motivated? Do for 3~year-old.
Reliable,
you work well independently? The loving, non-smoker with vePrinceton Review, the nation's hicle. Ideal situation for stuleaderintestprep,seeksstudentsto dents. Free room, board and
fill part-time. positions as campus expenses.
Call 321-1868.
marketing representatives. $6.00I
hr. plus incentives and bonuses to
start. Call 800-347-7737.

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different
fundraisers lasting either 3
daysor7 days. Noinvestment.
Earn$$$$ for your group plus
personal cash bonuses for
yourself. For details, call: 1800-932-0528, Ext. -65.
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Here's a
jolly good
job for the
holidays.

.~
LAZARUS is seeking ~~,
Santa Claus and his
"
helpers for both
daytime and evening g;i,....
visits with .the very
youngest of our
o customers. Great
o levels of patience
.. ,,.,. ~'""" and a genuine love of
children
is
absolutely
>,:.<§' nece·ssary. ·If this is
\,;~ you, please apply in
•i.i:t>-..-...: person· at the
Downtown
Cincinnati Lazarus
Human Resources
Department, on two
next to Electronics
and the Book Shop.

Cell TAXI It you would Illa II
· part-time position selling LADIES'

clothes. shoes+ eccnsorin In IHI
greet HYDE Fl'AK shop.

TAXI!

871-1778

LAZARUS
EOE 'M/F/DN .
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Biting remark
5 High in stature
9 Jewelry stone
13 Hawaiian least
14 Mountaintop
nest .
15 Festival
16 Seed coat
17 Clothes hangers
18 Destiny
19 "Swan Lake,"
e.g ..
21 Evening star
23 Two of a kind
25 Shortly
26 Sides of coins
30 Tree abodes
33 Check
34 Golf pegs
36 Sets of players
38 In the past
39 laths
41 Recline
42 Purple flower
45 Stride
46 Actor's part
47 Titles
49 Added
condiments to
51 Social Insects
53 Paid athletes
54 Rubber bands
58 Works dough by
hand
62 Optical glass
63 Not widespread
65 Honest
66 Deck officer
67 Vestige
68 Row of seats
69 Sldeslip
70 Dispatched
71 Facility

Cl99.f fribunltMfdi.IServieft, Inc,
All Rights Resefved.

ANSWERS

9 Football attack
10 Pome fruit
11 Aleutian Island
12 Dregs
14 Picture painters llillllilliiH:+;;+.;;111111!1
20 Have an - to
. the ground
22 Composer ol
verse
24 Whirls
26 Of the mouth
27 Start
28 Stringed
instrument
29 Chairs
31 Eagle's claw
DOWN
32 Happy
1 Tell all
e•presslon
2 Nimbus
35 Soak
3 Train track
37 Grain or a
4 Baseball relief
plant
pitchers
. ... 57 Scrutinize.
SO Male ....
5 Oolong, e.g. •. . 40 Animation .
carefully
descendant
43 Collected ·
6 Curved
59 Opera melody
52Gametally
44
Penny
structure
60 Club lees
54 Graceful trees
46 Floral design
7 Preferences
61 Withered
55 Fluid escape
48Walklng
8 Teaching
64 Deed
56
Against
poles
session

Mil. CO&&EGE.,.
A WILD KINGDOM 1E.ATURE
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rHAr'S RIGHrtln a shameless and pathetic
attempt to Increase !he qualltY and volume of
moll I print In my ASK MR. COLLEGE column. I'll
pay 100 American dollars for the best questton
thall receive by March 1. 199511 No Jokel But
WAlrt There's MORE/I'll send the first 10 readers
to respond to this contest a 25 X 35 Inch
autographed MR. COLLEGE poster. as seen In
Spencer's Gifts and your school bookstore!

r.::==::;::==========f

So don't just sit there lhlnkfng. "Geez. what kind ot sorry. lonely bastard

would pay people to send him moll?" WRIJ'E IT DOWN AND MAIL tr ro
ME/You'll also see your questions In print. like lhese readers who write ...

Q. Dear Mr. College: I procrastinate way too much. It's effecting my grades.
What can I do to stop putting things off so much?-TimeWaster, losAn!je/eS, GI\
A. Dear Waste: You were right to come to me. I can help.you.
Your problem Is very easily solved by simply... A/I,.,/'// tell ya later/ HAI
Q. (Dear Mr. College): Yo Sexy! You are without a doubt the most obnoKiousrude- obscene- witless character in print! I think I'm in LUST! What are you
doing Saturday night?-Rio, Lafayette, LA
A. Dear Alo: First of all, WIMt. ya mean •w1t1ns•11 As for Saturday night,
I'm afraid I'll have to pass. MY syndicate asked me not to date my readers
after thlt last unfortunate Incident. I can't really get Into details but It
Involved a contortionist, three sheep, com oil and a case of Silly String.
Maybe we can get together after the trial though! Keep In touchl

Send as many questtons as you want. and don' I forget to Include your
address. Only the winners will be notified. I don't have lime to respond
to everybody. DAMN In The new TV season Is starting up again!

SEND JOUI PORNTIALLY PIOFITAIU QUESTIONS T01
Mr. College • P.O. Box 30094 • Bethesda, MD• 20824-0094
@Anthony Rubino. Jr.. 1994 • D~lribuied by Tribune Media Seiv ices

Who would you be more opposed to
dating your teenage daughter,
Joey Buttafuoco or Butthead?

"Sliced bread! Why, this is the greatest invention
since ... well since ... well, ever I guess!"
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MONDAY MANAGER'S SPECIAL ~
LARGE SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA
AVAILABLE EVERY MONDAY 4PM to CLOSE •
. USE FREE DELIVERY COUPON BELOW!

XLC SERVICES
will be accepting applications for the following positions:

Part/Full-time Customer Service
Secretaries
Word Processors
General Office
Warehouse
Food Service.
When: October 18, 1994 • 1OAM-2PM
Where: The University Center Grill Lobby

Call Laura/Gail at 621-3912 for more information.
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Alpha Sigma Nu· is the National
Honor Society of the Jesuit colleges
and universities in the United States .
and abroad. It was founded in 1915 to
honor students who have compiled
exemplary record.s of scholarship,
service and loyalty to the ideals of
Jesuit education.
If you are a Junior or Senior, with a ·
3.5 grade-point average or better and
a strong record of extra-curricular
service to the Xavier community and
beyond, you are eligible to apply for
membership. Applications may be
picked up at the Information Desk in
the University Center, at the Library
Circulation Desk, or by contacting Fr.
Michael Graham, SJ (X3326).

Completed applications must be
returned by October 14th.

